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A Note From The Editor

- ROUNDERHOUSE

Most of my SCP time is spent writing articles
on the site, so this project is a bit of a step

outward for me. I've always felt that the best
avenue to increased user engagement is by

making the content of the site more
prevalent, more primary, more accessible.
This is my attempt to make the month-to-

month happenings on the SCP Wiki digestible
for the average fan. And if even one person
finds themself more interesed in engaging

with the site, then this will have been a
success.
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Foreword

Winter has rolled in for the SCP Wiki! That
means all the joys, sorrows, and touching
moments from the holiday season, translated to
the site. The lead up to the new year is always a
fun time on the site - this year included a bunch
of fun new articles, as well as a number of site
events, see below.

The 9th annual Art Exchange headlined this
month, always a favorite of participants. The
front page was updated to coincide with the

officialization of a new international branch of
the site, and a variety of holiday-themed fan

projects have cropped up. The highlights are
inside - curl up beside the yule log and enjoy!.

The holiday season arriveth



Art Exchange 2020
SCP Secret Santa

The 9th annual Art Exchange has closed! A site
tradition, the Art Exchange is a secret santa-style
event open to anyone a member of the site.
Participants sign up with what they'd like to receive
and what they can offer, and organizers set it all up.

Everyone says its one of the highlights of the site,
and they're never wrong - this year's crop produced
a lot of happy faces in the thread on Christmas Day
showing off the wonderful gifts they received from
their anonymous Santas. On the 29th, gifters were
revealed, starting a race to thank your gifter. Go
check it out on the thread!

The Art Exchange Hub also contains a list of all
the gifts given this year and past years in an easy-to-
binge format, if you'd like to read - and for our visual  
readers, the next page is a nice gallery of some of
the media gifts made this year! Happy holidays!

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/forum/t-13863495/9th-annual-holiday-art-exchange
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/art-exchange-hub


Top to bottom, left to right:
Stephlynch, Aethris, Skorpt, Aethris, Aethris, Dr
Whitney, JackalRelated, Retrom, Uncertaintycrossing

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/aethris-art
http://www.scpwiki.com/artpage-fartpage
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/aethris-art
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/what-s-an-art-style-skorpt-s-art-page
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/aethris-art
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/dr-whitney-s-art-pile
http://www.scpwiki.com/uncertaintycrossing-s-art-page


Top SCPs of the Month

SCP-5866
The Namesnake

By HarryBlank | +140 |  Long
A lengthier format screw about a document being

edited in front of the reader's eyes. Has giant
warring beasts,  a sea serpent, and a sick storyline.

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/scp-5866
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/scp-5866


SCP-5925 - The Holly
King

By TheSlothSavant | +98 |  Medium

Ever wonder why there's so many names for one
man? A clever reimagining of Christmas tradition,

coupled with an inventive pairing to existing lore.   

SCP-5057 - Señor Taste

By Uncle Nicolini | +88 |  Medium

Whilst it may be concerned with a knock-off, this
article certainly doesn't lack quality. An emotionally

charged character piece that we highly recommend.

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/scp-5925
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/scp-5057


Escape From Site-19

Escape From Site-19, a board game in development for
quite a while in the community, had its public release this
month! The game is an adventure/horror joint that forces
players to work together to complete challenges, with the
goal of escaping Site-19 during a catastrophic containment
breach. It incorporates all sorts of intriguing challenges into
gameplay, from chatting to crying on command to biting
your fellow players. The set is sold out at the moment, but
you can preorder on the site for when they're restocked.

A long-awaited board game hits the market

https://escapefromsite19.com/


Cross Containment
Anomalous Fighting Game 

SCP: Cross Containment is a classic fighting game featuring
the anomalies of the SCP universe, facing off in a variety of
settings. While the game's first release was in October,
CalibreHigh, the lead developer, has been adding content
and characters since to improve gameplay. Just this month,
the lively community for the game hosted a live tournament
in the game's multiplayer mode that put our favorite
anomalies head to head to see who really would win. The
game now includes ten playable characters and counting,
and best of all, is absolutely free. Check it their Twitter,
Discord, and GameJolt if you're interested!

https://twitter.com/CalibreHigh
https://discord.gg/ZqDDJJJwJJ
https://gamejolt.com/games/crosscontainment/551075


Underread & Underrated

SCP-5974 - It's the end of
the world as we know it

By Marcelles_Raynes | +27 |  Medium

The Rapture is here and it's not quite what anyone
expected.  Biblically-accurate angels and an excursion

into the Noosphere. A fresh take on Biblical SCPs.

Round For The Winter
Months, written in wood

By daviid | +17 |  Short
There are always two men sitting at a table.

An emotionally unsettling look at interpersonal
relationships from an author we're paying attention to.

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/scp-5974
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/winter-round


Front Page Facelift
Freshening Up

As some of you may have
noticed already, the front page
of the site has been updated!
Courtesy of the maintenance
team, the sister sites section and
the international branches have
received a makeover, now
holding all the logos of the sites
in a neat stack all next to each
other. The sister sites panel has
additionally been redesigned to
fit the aesthetic of the
Wanderer's Library with regal
greens and golds. What
prompted this pleasant change?
Well...

http://www.scpwiki.com/


ZHTR Officialized
Traditional Chinese branch joins the party

The Traditional Chinese
branch (ZHTR) has become
an official part of the SCP-
INT family! Founded in
January of 2019, the branch
has had an awesome
growth period and host,
along with translations, a
variety of original SCPs,
tales, and lore. The
community is perfectly
welcoming, and it's always
nice to see a branch
become officialized -
welcome to the party, guys!
You can check out the
ZHTR site here.

http://scp-zh-tr.wikidot.com/


Artist's Spotlight
Niram is an artist primarily focused on depictions of Sarkic
lore and characters.  She’s incredibly talented at somehow
capturing the horror of Sarkic characters/concepts while
also representing these flesh fanatics in gorgeously stunning
color and detail.  She’s also got some wonderful pieces
presenting 076, the Alagaddan Ambassador, and many other
non-Sarkic subjects.  Artpage.  Instagram.

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/niram-art
https://www.instagram.com/niramnaelyati/


Niram has recently
revealed a musical
project that has had this
writer repeating the
video over and over. 
 Festive Nälkän Chant
#01 is ethereal, haunting,
and truly beautiful.  We
can’t wait to see what
else she has in store for
the community.

https://youtu.be/dRtPnLIwwR4


Fear in the Foundation
SCPTTRPG 

Fear In The Foundation is a table-top roleplaying game
released on the 15th of this month! Modelled after games
like D&D, players grab their friends and play as Agents,
Researchers, GoI personnel, or any other characters in the
Foundationverse to go on a very anomalous adventure. The
base game contains 14 premade missions and a guide to
make your own, along with character creation guides and
gameplay instructions, all for only $15 - and a free expansion
pack, Site-763, is planned for January! As a fan of TTRPGS,
this game looks very enjoyable for some fun with pals.

https://www.fearinthefoundation.com/


Wanderer's Library

Exploratory InvestigativeExploratory InvestigativeExploratory Investigative
Marsh & Greene: Part 1Marsh & Greene: Part 1Marsh & Greene: Part 1

By CadaverCommander |  Medium

A fun, hardboiled story about a grizzled Library
journalist having to take on a new partner - a 
knight. A good intro to the feel of the Library.

Imports from the Sister Site

To Be A PorterTo Be A PorterTo Be A Porter
By UncertaintyCrossing | Medium

A young man drives through the rain. He has to get
home, but fate has other plans. He finds himself in

 teatime conversation with someone - or something.

http://wanderers-library.wikidot.com/exploratory-investigative-marsh-and-greene-pt-1
http://wanderers-library.wikidot.com/exploratory-investigative-marsh-and-greene-pt-1
http://wanderers-library.wikidot.com/to-be-a-porter


Next Issue

And with that, 2020 comes to a close. It's definitely
been a year, we can all agree on that. Whether
2021 will redeem it or not is yet to be seen, but
either way, it's bound to be interesting! A new year
also means a new years worth of content in the site
and community, and we'll be here to make sure you
get the best of it. As I write this, 2020 still has a
couple hours left in its sagging husk - how's the
future going? Let me know - until next month,
signing off.

A Brand New Year

- ROUNDERHOUSE



[EXPUNGED] is a team effort now!

Thanks to the following for their help in contributing
to this and future editions. In no particular order:

GrigoriKarpin
Dysadron
ArcadianRook
Radguel
J Dune
PlaguePJP
Elogee Fishtruck
UncertaintyCrossing

Credit & Contact

If you have any questions or concerns about the
newsletter, feel free to contact ROUNDERHOUSE
(me!) on Twitter or Wikidot.

http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/grigori-karpin-s-author-page
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/dysadron
https://twitter.com/arcadianrook
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/elunerazim
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/dr-dune-s-personnel-file
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/plaguepjp
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/elijah-martin-chevrolet-by-the-book
https://twitter.com/UncertainCross
https://twitter.com/rounderhouse
http://www.wikidot.com/user:info/rounderhouse


All content contained therein is derivative of the
SCP Wiki, licensed under CC-BY-SA 3.0. The SCP
logo was created by far2 and is licensed CC-BY-SA
3.0, along with all derivatives. Cover image & Artist's
Spotlight images created by Niram. Escape From
Site-19, Cross Containment, and Fear in the
Foundation images created by their respective
creators, licensed under CC-BY-SA 3.0 by virtue of
being derivative of the SCP Wiki. All art exchange
media created by the attributed artists, licensed
under CC-BY-SA 3.0.  SCP-5866 images licensed
here.

Attributions

http://www.scpwiki.com/
http://scp-wiki.wikidot.com/scp-5866

